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The ideas developed at universities and research centres can end up as part of our everyday 
lives in the form of products, services and other innovations that make our lives easier. The 

RecerCòmics collection gives visibility to a selection of research centre spin-offs and knowl-
edge transfer projects. This particular comic is about the company Orchestra Sci, which was 
born from research carried out at the Institute of Chemical Research of Catalonia (ICIQ).

The comics also showcase the work of young illustrators. This time it featured the work of 
illustrator Sofia Audí, former student of Plastic Arts and Comic Design at the Escola d’Art i 
Superior de Disseny (EASD) Pau Gargallo.

http://universitatsirecerca.gencat.cat/recercomics

Xavier Roca (Barcelona, 1966). His first interest was in becoming a comic book  
artist, but, looking for job stability and showing incredible foresight, he decided 
to study journalism. He has written cultural pieces and film reviews for the 
newspapers Avui and El Punt Avui and writes for Catorze, El Temps de les Arts  
and Gran enciclopèdia catalana. As a comic book and graphic humour scriptwriter 

he has had work published in El Jueves, Avui, El Periódico and La Vanguardia  
and currently writes and draws a monthly strip for the magazine El Castell. 

Sofia Audí (Rockets, 2002). By the time she was ten it was clear that she would 
make comics her life. Since then, little by little, she has steadfastly worked towards 
that goal. While completing the advanced training cycles in Comics and Illustration 
at EASD Pau Gargallo in Badalona, she has taken part in events such as Graf and 
other exhibitions. Her work has also appeared in fanzines, such as the magazine  

La Cripta. And, of course, had the opportunity to create this story in comic book 
format together with Xavier Roca!
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PAGE 4
Vignette 1 

In a galactic setting, full of constellations, stars and planets, a spaceship in the shape of a van 
is cruising through space. It’s like the vans used by pest control companies; their logo is a no 
entry sign with a silhouette of an alien (like the one in the film) in the middle.:

Narrator:  “In a remote corner of space, beyond the reaches of Google Earth...”

In a remote corner of space, 
beyond the reaches of Google 
Earth...
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PAGE 5
Vignette 1
We see the three crew members inside the ship. They are aliens in human form, but have three eyes 
and pointed ears and their skin is a different colour from human skin (green? lilac?); Zak is the leader 
(with masculine features, older than the others), alongside his two subordinates, Zek (with feminine 
features) and Zok (with masculine features). They are galactic pest exterminators and are wearing a 
uniform (without the mask):

The inside of the ship is a mix between advanced technology and the functional and worn 
appearance of any normal work truck or van.

 “Our heroes are Zak, Zek and Zok, a crack team of professional exterminators, who travel from 
planet to planet ridding the universe of pests and invasive species.”

Zak: Let’s see... I’ve heard that our services might be needed on Earth. 
Zak: Know anything about it, Zek and Zok? Looks like there are some dangerous bugs 
there.

 Vignette 2

Zok (enthusiastically): Yes! Yes! Earth!

Zok: They’ve got beetles there, Master Zak! Lice! Bedbugs! Rats! Locusts!

Vignette 3

Zok (very agitated): But what’s even worse... there are humans there! People!

Flashback to the planet of Dune, with the three of them (in full work uniform) spraying one of 
the giant worms living in the desert.

Zak (out of frame): “Oh, yes? And are they dangerous, Zok? Worse than the giant worms 
of Arrakis? Or the xenomorphs from the planet LV-426? Or the dreadlocked predators? 
Those were far from easy jobs!

Our heroes are Zak, Zek and Zok, a crack 
team of professional exterminators, who 
travel from planet to planet ridding the 
universe of pests and invasive species.

Let’s see... I’ve heard 
that our services 
might be needed on 
Earth.

Know anything about 
it, Zek and Zok? Looks 
like there are some 
dangerous bugs there.

Yes! Yes! Earth! 
They’ve got beetles 
there, Master Zak! 
Lice! Bedbugs! Rats! 
Locusts!

But what’s even 
worse... there are 
humans there! People!

Oh, yes? And are they dangerous, Zok? Worse 
than the giant worms of Arrakis? Or the 
xenomorphs from the planet LV-426? Or the 
dreadlocked predators? Those were far from 
easy jobs!
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PAGE 6
Vignette 1

Zok: Much worse! We’re talking about a highly self-destructive species, Master Zak.

 Zok: And what’s more, they’re not stopping at their own planet!
Zak: They’re not?

Vignette 2

Zok (agitated again): No! Now there are billionaires bent on space tourism.

 Zok: Soon we will find the galaxies full of cruise ships! They’ll be dumping rubbish every-
where!
 Zak: Wow... and what do these humans do?

Vignette 3
Two Mammoths are walking across an icy and windy landscape.

Zok (out of frame): “It turns out that the Earth has always had climate change: glaciations, 
interglacial periods, droughts...”
Mammoth 1: I should have brought a cardie....
Mammoth 2: The weather Mammoth says that the cold is expected to end in 200,000 
years... Let’s see if we can go to the beach for once.

Vignette 4

 Zok: But now it’s the humans themselves that are causing the climate to change!
 Zak: What? No way!

Much worse! 
We’re talking 
about a highly 
self-destructive 
species, Master 
Zak.

And what’s 
more, they’re 
not stopping 
at their own 
planet!

They’re 
not?

No! Now there are billion-
aires bent on space tourism.

Soon we will find the galaxies 
full of cruise ships! They’ll be 
dumping rubbish everywhere!

Wow... and 
what do 
these humans 

It turns out that the Earth has always had 
climate change: glaciations, interglacial 
periods, droughts...

I should have 
brought a 
cardie....

The weather 
mammoth says 
that the cold is 
expected to end in 
200,000 years... 
Let’s see if we can 
go to the beach 
for once.

But now it’s the humans 
themselves that are 
causing the climate to 
change!

What? 
No way!
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PAGE 7
Vignette 1

Zok projects a figure as a hologram. It looks like a bubble with a facial expression, eyes and 
mouth: it is CO2, and it faces the reader. (A screen can be used instead of a hologram if you feel 
that it would be clearer)

Zok: Among the many gases that make up the Earth’s atmosphere (nitrogen, oxygen, hy-
drogen…), there is carbon dioxide, formed by one carbon and two oxygen atoms.
Co2: CO2 to my friends.
Co2:  I’m colourless and odourless... I don’t know if that makes a good introduction for a 
Tinder profile.

Vignette 2
Zok keeps talking. Behind him we see a montage showing a forest fire and an erupting volcano.

Zok: There are several natural sources of CO2 on the planet:  organic decomposition, 
forest fires, the respiration of living organisms, volcanic eruptions...

Vignette 3
Greenhouse effect graphic: the Sun sends heat rays to the Earth. Some of the rays are retained 
in the atmosphere and others bounce off into space. 

However, in our cartoon, both the Sun and the Earth have faces.

Zok (out of frame): “And, together with other gases, CO2 creates a greenhouse effect 
that helps maintain the Earth’s average temperature, while absorbing some of the thermal 
radiation emitted by the planet after being heated by the Sun.”

Earth: Here comes the Sun, doo dun doo doo.

Sun: Just for a while! Don’t get used to it!

Vignette 4
Zak: Everything seems perfect so far, doesn’t it?

Zok: Just wait! Now we come to the story of what’s been happening over the centuries and 
the current situation on this planet.

Among the many gases that 
make up the Earth’s atmosphere 
(nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen…), 
there is carbon dioxide, formed 
by one carbon and two oxygen 
atoms.

CO2 to my 
friends.

I’m colourless and 
odourless... I don’t 
know if that makes 
a good introduction 

There are several natural sources of CO2 on the plan-
et: organic decomposition, forest fires, the respiration of 
living organisms, volcanic eruptions...

And, together with other gases, CO2 creates a greenhouse effect 
that helps maintain the Earth’s average temperature, while absorb-
ing some of the thermal radiation emitted by the planet after being 
heated by the Sun.

Here comes the Sun, 
doo dun doo doo.

Just for a while! 
Don’t get used to it!

Everything seems 
perfect so far, 
doesn’t it?

Just wait! Now we come 
to the story of what’s 
been happening over the 
centuries and the current 
situation on this planet.
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PAGE 8
Vignette 1
A prehistoric man emerges from his cave, armed with a spear. At the door, his wife is handing him a 
small stone tablet.

Zek (out of frame): “For thousands and thousands of years, man has survived mainly on the basis of 
agriculture, animal husbandry and hunting. The societies were rural and artisanal.”

Prehistoric woman: I’ve prepared a list of what we need: four Mammoth legs, a couple of 
sabre teeth to make them into steaks, six deer...

Prehistoric man: All this?

 Prehistoric woman: The Puig Bonastre family are coming to dinner today.

A typical factory from the time of the Industrial Revolution, as shown here. There are lots of CO2 
bubbles, like the one we saw earlier, coming out of the chimneys, that look at each other, smile 
and greet each other.

Zok (out of frame): “But here come the problems: as a result of the energy production and 
consumption systems developed during the Industrial Revolution at the end of the eight-
eenth century, CO2 emissions have been increasing at an unstoppable rate.”

Bubble 1: Hey!

 Bubble 2: What a crowd!

 Bubble 3: Party!

Vignette 3

A collection of cars - contemporary ones – can be seen in the street. CO2 bubbles with faces 
emerge from all the exhaust pipes, chatting to each other as they rise into the air.

Zok (out of frame):  “Man-made CO2 is linked to the burning of fossil fuels: coal, oil and 
gas. First the steam engine was invented, then came the automobile, which started to be 
mass produced at the beginning of the twentieth century.”

Bubble 1: Hey! I heard that it’s the holiday exodus this Friday! See you there?
 Bubble 2: Sure thing!

For thousands and thousands of years, man has survived 
mainly on the basis of agriculture, animal husbandry and 
hunting. The societies were rural and artisanal.

I’ve prepared a list of what 
we need: four mammoth legs, 
a couple of sabre teeth to 
make them into steaks, six 
deer...

All this?

The Puig Bonastre 
family are coming 
to dinner today.

But here come the problems: as a result of 
the energy production and consumption sys-
tems developed during the Industrial Revo-
lution at the end of the eighteenth century, 
CO2 emissions have been increasing at an 

Hey!
What a 
crowd!

Party!

Man-made CO2 is linked to the burning of fossil 
fuels: coal, oil and gas. First the steam engine 
was invented, then came the automobile, which 
started to be mass produced at the beginning of 
the twentieth century.

Hey! I heard that it’s 
the holiday exodus this 
Friday! See you there?

Sure 
thing!
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PAGE 9
Vignette 1

Zok: And CO2 emissions skyrocketed as a result of technological development and global 
population growth after the Second World War.

Vignette 2

Zok (scared): And while these emissions were previously concentrated in Europe and the 
United States, countries, such as China have now joined the party.

Zok: With its rapid economic and industrial growth, it’s now the world’s largest emitter of 
greenhouse gases!

Vignette 3
A forest full of felled trees, with logs scattered on the ground. Little Groot (the tree man) from 
Guardians of the Galaxy looks on from a distance with a tear in his eye.

Zok (out of frame):  “The deforestation being carried out for timber exploitation and land 
development doesn’t help either: without trees, which are the lungs of the planet, CO2 stays 
in the atmosphere.”

Vignette 4
An image similar to Vignette 3 on PAGE 5 that shows the Sun warming the Earth. 
But now, all the sun’s rays stay in the atmosphere. The Earth is sweating.

Zok (out of frame):  “In short: the higher the concentration of CO2, the more heat is retained 
in the Earth’s atmosphere, and that’s when global warming occurs.”

Earth: I think I need some factor 500+ sunscreen...

And CO2 emissions 
skyrocketed as a result of 
technological development 
and global population 
growth after the Second 
World War.

And while these emissions were previously 
concentrated in Europe and the United States, 
countries, such as China have now joined the 
party. With its rapid economic and industrial 
growth, it’s now the world’s largest emitter of 
greenhouse gases!

The deforestation being carried out for timber 
exploitation and land development doesn’t help either: 
without trees, which are the lungs of the planet, CO2 
stays in the atmosphere.

In short: the higher the concentration of CO2, the 
more heat is retained in the Earth’s atmosphere, 
and that’s when global warming occurs.

I think I need 
some factor 500+ 
sunscreen...
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PAGE 10
Vignette 1
Zak (shocked): Wow! What idiots! What are the consequences of all this?

 Zok: The list is endless, Master Zak...

Vignette 2
A TV weatherman stands in front of a map of Catalonia, where we see clouds, sun, lightning, 
rain, wind and all the possible phenomena, all crammed together. The weatherman makes a 
crazed face.

Zok (out of frame):  “On the one hand, extreme weather phenomena...”

Weatherman: A tropical heatwave arrives early in the morning, which will be replaced by a polar cold 
wave by midday.

Weatherman: Mid-afternoon thunderstorms and, it doesn’t stop there... a hurricane is 
expected to arrive overnight!

Weatherman: Muahahahahaha!!!

Vignette 3
A girl is lying in a hammock on the terrace of a flat. The strange thing is that she is wearing a 
diver’s suit because it is all underwater. There are fish swimming all around them.

Zok (out of frame):  “Rising sea levels...”

Girl: I bought a seafront apartment, and now I have an underwater one.

Vignette 4
A government official addresses the country from the speaker’s rostrum of a parliament.

Zok (out of frame):  “Problem of supply, lack of drinking water...”

Official: To tackle the situation, we have decided to take a number of measures.

 Official: Here’s a tutorial to teach you how to do the rain dance. 

Vignette 5

Facing the reader are a polar bear, an emperor penguin, a Mediterranean seal and a mid-
dle-aged man holding a newspaper in his hands.

Zok (out of frame): “Alteration and destruction of ecosystems, extinction of species, migra-
tions...”

Polar bear: Hello, I’m a polar bear.

Penguin: Hello, I’m an emperor penguin.

Seal: Hello, I’m a Mediterranean seal.

Man: Hi, I still buy printed newspapers.

Wow! What idiots! What 
are the consequences of 
all this?

The list is 
endless, 
Master Zak...

On the one hand, extreme 
weather phenomena...

A tropical heatwave arrives 
early in the morning, which will 
be replaced by a polar cold 
wave by midday.

Mid-afternoon thunder-
storms and, it doesn’t stop 
there... a hurricane is ex-
pected to arrive overnight!Muahaha!!!

Rising sea levels...

I bought a 
seafront 
apartment, and 
now I have an 
underwater one.

Problem of supply, lack of 
drinking water...

To tackle the situation, we 
have decided to take a number 
of measures.

Here’s a tutorial to 
teach you how to do the 
rain dance.

Alteration and destruction of ecosystems, 
extinction of species, migrations...

Hello, I’m a 
polar bear.

Hello, I’m an 
emperor penguin.

Hello, I’m a 
Mediterranean 
seal.

Hi, I still buy  
rinted newspapers.
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PAGE 11
Vignette 1
 Zak: What a load of idiots, right?
 Zak: Maybe they are a real threat…

Zok (putting on the mask which is part of the uniform): I told you! There’s no time to waste!

Vignette 2
Zek, who has been silent until then, interjects, stopping the conversation.

Zek:  Wait a minute!

Zak: ?

 Zok: ?

Vignette 3
Zek:  Everything Zok has said is true.

Zek:  But there are also lots of humans who are aware of the problem, and are working to turn things 
around, or prevent it from getting worse.

 Zak: Oh yes?

Vignette 4
 Zek:  I’ll give you a random example.

Vignette 5
We now see a projected hologram of the globe, with the Països Catalans (Catalan Countries) 
highlighted in a more prominent colour. Zek points to that region.

Zek:  We’re going to a corner of the planet, on the shores of the Mediterranean...

What a load 
of idiots, right?

Maybe they 
are a real 
threat…

I told you! 
There’s no 
time to waste!

Wait a minute!

Everything Zok has said is true. But there 
are also lots of humans who are aware 
of the problem, and are working to turn 
things around, or prevent it from getting 
worse.

Oh yes?

I’ll give you a 
random example.

We’re going to a corner of 
the planet, on the shores 
of the Mediterranean...
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PAGE 12
Vignette 1

The hologram shows the image of a teenage José Ramón Galán-Mascarós (no beard? What 
colour hair?). He is cooking. He holds a frying pan with one hand and with the other he is 
throwing in some spices. He is wearing an apron.

Zek:  This is the young José Ramón Galán-Mascarós (better known to everyone as JR).

Zek:  As you can see, he loves to cook.

JR: I love experimenting, combining ingredients, textures, tastes and smells, creating new materials.

 JR: I want to study something as close to that as possible!

Vignette 2
Teenage JR is reading a comic book, sitting in an armchair. He has a pile of books next to him. 
He is listening to music (you can see the musical notes around him).

Zek (out of frame):  “He is also interested in literature (he will end up publishing some short stories 
and poems), the theatre, music, comics...”

Vignette 3
Teenage JR looking at the camera.

Zek (out of frame):  “But the sciences gave him something the arts didn’t”

JR: Science is exact! 

JR: When the result is 10, it is 10: that’s undisputable. If someone doesn’t agree, they need to prove 
it.

JR: But in the arts, who’s right?

Vignette 4
The young JR, in a university lecture theatre with other students. The teacher is writing chemi-
cal formulae, such as these, on the blackboard:

 

Zek (out of frame):  “So he ended up studying chemistry at the University of Valencia.”

This is the young José 
Ramón Galán-Mascarós 
(better known to 
everyone as JR).

As you can see, 
he loves to cook.

I love experimenting, 
combining ingredients, 
textures, tastes and 
smells, creating new 
materials.

I want to study 
something as close 
to that as possible!

He is also interested in literature (he 
will end up publishing some short stories 
and poems), the theatre, music, comics...

But the sciences gave him something 
the arts didn’t.

Science is exact!
When the result 
is 10, it is 10: that’s 
undisputable. If 
someone doesn’t 
agree, they need 
to prove it.

But in 
the arts, 
who’s 
right?

So he ended up studying chemistry at the 
University of Valencia.
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PAGE 13
Vignette 1
Zek:  After completing his doctorate, he spent two and a half years at the University of Texas and 
then returned to Valencia.

Zek:  By the early 2000s, the Government of Catalonia had created institutions, such as ICREA 
(Catalan Institution for Research and Advanced Studies) and CERCA, to collaborate with universities, 
provide opportunities for researchers and help in the development of research centres.

Vignette 2
JR (now with grey hair?), looking through his emails, with a happy expression on his face.

Zek (out of frame): “One of these CERCA centres was the ICIQ (Catalan Institute of Chemical Re-
search), in Tarragona. And when JR already had almost ten years’ postdoctoral experience under his 
belt...”

JR (looking at email?): The ICIQ want me to be one of their professors!

JR: I’ll be able to have my own research group there.

Vignette 3

Zok (looking sceptical): Hmm... All very interesting, but I’m not quite sure where you’re 
going with all this.

Zek:  Patience! I’m going to introduce you to someone else now.

Vignette 4
The hologram projects the image of Cristina Saénz de Pipaón.

Zek:  This is Cristina Saénz de Pipaón

Cristina (addressing the reader): Whenever I am asked what my vocation is, I always know exactly 
what to say.

Cristina: Solving problems!

Un cop acabat el 
doctorat va estar 
dos anys i mig a la 
Universitat de Texas i 
després va tornar a 
València.

By the early 2000s, the 
Government of Catalonia 
had created institutions, 
such as ICREA (Catalan 
Institution for Research 
and Advanced Studies) and 
CERCA, to collaborate 
with universities, provide 
opportunities for 
researchers and help in 
the development of 
research centres.

One of these CERCA centres 
was the ICIQ (Catalan 
Institute of Chemical Re-
search), in Tarragona. And 
when JR already had almost 
ten years’ postdoctoral 
experience under his belt...

The ICIQ want me 
to be one of their 
professors!

I’ll be able 
to have my 
own research 
group there. Hmm... All very 

interesting, but 
I’m not quite 
sure where 
you’re going with 
all this.

Patience! I’m going 
to introduce you to 
someone else now.

This is Cristina 
Saénz de Pipaón

Whenever I am asked 
what my vocation is, I 
always know exactly 
what to say.

Solving 
problems!
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PAGE 14
Vignette 1

We see a teenage Cristina, who is looking rather disappointed. She is listening to what her 
parents are saying (who are out of the frame).

Zek (out of frame):  “Cristina, born in La Rioja, wanted to study philosophy, but her parents weren’t at 
all convinced. Merlí hadn’t come out yet!”

Father: But that’s not going to get you a job, my love....
Mother: Philosophy is something you can do in your spare time.... 

Vignette 2
Zek (out of frame):  “She followed their advice, although she sees things differently now.”

Cristina (addressing the reader):  If you’re good enough, I’m sure you can make a living at anything.

 Cristina: So, you should do what you love and be happy!

Vignette 3
Zek:  In alphabetical order, after philosophy came physics, and Cristina realised that, in fact, both 
disciplines aim to do the same thing: understand the world.

Zek:  Philosophy does it through abstract thought, and physics through formulas and models.

Vignette 4
The young Cristina with her arms raised and beckoning several metallic objects, which are 
floating in the air, towards her: forks, knives, spoons, an old alarm clock, a spanner. She looks 
at the reader with a mischievous expression on her face.

Zek (out of frame):  “So she studied physics in Zaragoza and did her doctoral thesis on magnetism.”

 Cristina: The Joker? Thanos? Lord Voldemort? Sauron?

 Cristina: My favourite villain has always been Magneto.

Vignette 5
 Zek:  And do you know who was on her thesis committee?

 Zak: Surprise us...

Cristina, born in La Rioja, wanted to study 
philosophy, but her parents weren’t at all 
convinced. Merlí hadn’t come out yet! But that’s not going 

to get you a job, my 
love....

Philosophy is something 
you can do in your spare 
time....

She followed their advice, although 
she sees things differently now.

If you’re good enough, 
I’m sure you can make 
a living at anything.

So, you should do what 
you love and be happy!

In alphabetical order, after 
philosophy came physics, and 
Cristina realised that, in fact, 
both disciplines aim to do the 
same thing: understand the world.

Philosophy does it 
through abstract 
thought, and physics 
through formulas 
and models.

So she studied physics in Zaragoza and did her 
doctoral thesis on magnetism.

The Joker? 
Thanos? Lord 
Voldemort? 
Sauron?

My favourite villain has 
always been Magneto.

And do you know 
who was on her 
thesis committee?

Surprise us...
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PAGE 15
Vignette 1

JR and Cristina talking in an office.

Zek (out of frame):  “Well, JR, who saw in her someone he could get along with.”

 JR: We have a magnetometer at ICIQ and I’d like to measure a number of properties that I don’t 
think have been explored... Would you like to come along to continue studying magnetism? 

Cristina: Absolutely!

Vignette 2
Zek:  And that’s how they started working together. Cristina designed a device that they patented.

Zok: Wait a minute... 

Vignette 3

Zok (in a teasing tone): You’re not trying to say that they were fated to meet, or something 
like that, are you?

Zek:  Well...

Vignette 4
Zek:  It’s more a question of happy coincidence. Have you ever heard of serendipity?

Zok: Serendipity? Is it a vegetable? A new type of music? 

Zek:  No, it’s what you say when you come across something unexpectedly and by chance. 

Zek:  Lots of scientific discoveries have been made by accident. 

Vignette 5
We see Zek behind an X-ray screen (his skeleton is visible), with a can of glue in his hand. In 
the background is a microwave and there are several penicillin capsules scattered around.

 Zek:  For example, penicillin, microwaves, plastic, X-rays, Coca-Cola...

Well, JR, who saw in her someone he could 
get along with.

We have a magnetometer at 
ICIQ and I’d like to measure a 
number of properties that I 
don’t think have been explored... 
Would you like to come along 
to continue studying 
magnetism?

Absolutely!

And that’s how they started 
working together. Cristina 
designed a device that they 
patented.

Wait a 
minute...

You’re not trying to say 
that they were fated to 
meet, or something like 
that, are you?

Well...

It’s more a question of 
happy coincidence. Have you 
ever heard of serendipity?

Serendipity? Is it a 
vegetable? A new type 
of music?

No, it’s what you say when 
you come across something 
unexpectedly and by chance.

Lots of scientific discoveries 
have been made by accident.

For example, penicillin, 
microwaves, plastic, 
X-rays, Coca-Cola...
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Vignette 1

Zek:  In science, you don’t always find what you’re looking for, but you need to be aware that things 
you stumble across along the way may be interesting or useful.

Zok (with a teasing look): A little bit like love you mean?

Vignette 2
JR speaking to his team (Cristina, Elías Dora, Álvaro Reyes, José Luis León....; some of them 
will be introduced below). They are in an office, all wearing lab coats.

JR is showing them his hands, laying one on top of the other like in the second of these 
drawings:

The following chiral molecule formulas are written on a PowerPoint-type screen in the back-
ground:

Zek (out of frame):  “That’s how, while working on developing a porous material, José Ramón and his 
team made one of those accidental discoveries.”

JR: As you know, chirality is the property of a molecule that cannot be superimposed onto itself as a 
mirror image. In the same way that the left hand is like the right hand reflected in a mirror, but if we try 
to superimpose them they don’t match.

JR: You also know that much of the pharmaceutical industry is made up of chiral compounds.

Vignette 3
JR: Well, during the process of looking for a chiral material for pharmaceutical uses, we’ve mixed 
copper with the amino acid derivative, triazole. 

JR: And it looks like we’ve come up with a new compound!

Vignette 4
JR shows them an image of what TAMOF-1 looks like (see attached image) on the same scre-
en behind him. It is blue in colour.

JR: Presenting TAMOF-1!

JR: The name comes from Triazole + Acid + MOF (Metal Organic Framework).

Elias: How beautiful! 

Álvaro: How blue!

In science, you don’t always find 
what you’re looking for, but you 
need to be aware that things 
you stumble across along the 
way may be interesting or 
useful.

A little bit like 
love you mean?

That’s how, while working on developing a 
porous material, José Ramón and his team 
made one of those accidental discoveries.

As you know, chirality is the 
property of a molecule that cannot 
be superimposed onto itself as a 
mirror image. In the same way that 
the left hand is like the right hand 
reflected in a mirror, but if we 
try to superimpose them they don’t 
match.

You also know that much of 
the pharmaceutical industry is 
made up of chiral compounds.

Well, during the process of looking 
for a chiral material for pharma-
ceutical uses, we’ve mixed copper with 
the amino acid derivative, triazole.

And it looks like 
we’ve come up with a 
new compound!

Presenting 
TAMOF-1!

The name comes from 
Triazole + Acid + MOF 
(Metal Organic 
Framework).

How 
beautiful! How blue!
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Vignette 1
Zak: And what was so special about this blue powder stuff?

Zek:  Let’s find out!

Vignette 2
JR is pictured speaking to his team.

JR: We found that TAMOF-1 slows down CO2 molecules.

JR: And, as such, it is very good at separating it from other gases!

Vignette 3
As JR speaks, a light bulb can be seen hovering above his head. Cristina, with a teasing look, 
points to the light bulb.

JR: So, I’m giving shape to an idea...

Cristina: Is that bulb energy-saving?

Vignette 4
JR: As you know, I’m a strong believer that research shouldn’t just be about publishing and improving 
your CV...

José Luis: ...but needs to contribute to solving society’s problems. As you always say. 

Álvaro: And we agree. After all, we are working with public funds!

Vignette 5
JR shows them a canister he is holding in his hands; inside you can see our old friend CO2. 

 JR: Can you imagine a piece of technology capable of separating, isolating and purifying CO2?

JR: Perhaps by means of tablets inserted into pipes and reactors, perhaps by means of mem-
branes...

Co2:  Get me out of here!
Co2:  Or at least give me Netflix.

And what was so special 
about this blue powder 
stuff?

Let’s find out!

We found that 
TAMOF-1 slows 
down CO2 molecules.

And, as such, it is very good 
at separating it from other 
gases!

So, I’m giving 
shape to an idea...

Is that bulb 
energy-saving?

As you know, I’m a 
strong believer that 
research shouldn’t just 
be about publishing and 
improving your CV...

...but needs to contribute to 
solving society’s problems. 
As you always say.

And we agree. 
After all, we are 
working with public 
funds!

Can you imagine a 
piece of technology 
capable of separating, 
isolating and purifying 
CO2?

Perhaps by means of 
tablets inserted into 
pipes and reactors, 
perhaps by means of 
membranes...

Get me out of here!

Or at least give me 
Netflix.
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Vignette 1

Zek:  Between 2030 and 2050, the EU aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 40% and in-
crease the use of renewable energy by 32%.

Zak (pensive):  Hmmm… And a piece of technology like this could help achieve that goal, 
right?

Zek:  Exactly!

Vignette 2
Zek:  So, in 2016 they patented the material and received a grant of €80,000 from the La Caixa 
Foundation to scale up the production of TAMOF-1.

Zek:  And, in 2017, they were finalists of CleanTech Camp, a programme to support entrepreneur-
ship in the field of clean technologies, sponsored by, among others, Gas Natural Fenosa.

Vignette 3
JR with his team (in white coats, again).

Zek (out of frame): “Their participation in the CleanTech Camp was instrumental in taking a big step: 
setting up their own company.”

JR: There’s no longer any doubt: we have everything in place to launch a start-up.

Cristina: We can transfer the patent of our technology to the new company and look for financial 
support for its development.

Vignette 4
Cristina is pictured holding up three fingers, ticking off her points.

 Cristina: We already have everything we need to get underway.

 Cristina: A value proposition that solves a need to benefit customers and society.

 Cristina: A new and different idea, something that does not yet exist on the market.

Vignette 5
Cristina: And, above all, we have a team.

JR: Exactly... A multidisciplinary team, able to solve problems in a polyphonic way, with each member 
in charge of an instrument.

JR: Just like a group of musicians!

By 2030, the EU aims to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions by 40% and 
increase the use of renewable energy 
by 32%.

Hmmm… And a piece of 
technology like this could help 
achieve that goal, right?

Exactly!

So, in 2016 they patented the 
material and received a grant 
of €80,000 from the La Caixa 
Foundation to scale up the 
production of TAMOF-1.

And, in 2017, they were finalists 
of CleanTech Camp, a programme 
to support entrepreneurship in 
the field of clean technologies, 
sponsored by, among others, Gas 
Natural Fenosa.

Their participation in the CleanTech Camp was 
instrumental in taking a big step: setting up 
their own company.

There’s no longer 
any doubt: we have 
everything in place to 
launch a start-up.

We can transfer the 
patent of our tech-
nology to the new 
company and look for 
financial support for 
its development.

We already have 
everything we need to 
get underway.

A value proposition that 
solves a need to benefit 
customers and society.

A new and different idea, 
something that does not 
yet exist on the market.

And, above all, 
we have a team.

Exactly... A multidisciplinary 
team, able to solve problems in a 
polyphonic way, with each member 
in charge of an instrument.

Just like a group of 
musicians!
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Full-PAGE cartoon featuring each of the five founding members of Orchestra Sci.., dressed like 
members of a classical orchestra, each playing an instrument.

My suggestion is as follows (if there are other instruments you prefer, feel free to change): Cris-
tina at the piano; Elías Dora with a cello; Álvaro Reyes Carmona with a trumpet; José Luis León 
with timpani drums, and JR with a clarinet.

Next to each of them is a text box (Zek’s narration) saying who is who and what they do in the 
team:

Zek (out of frame):  “I’ve already told you about Cristina Saénz de Pipaón.  She had been in a 
start-up and had a master’s degree in innovation management.  And thanks to her ability to commu-
nicate, disseminate and transfer knowledge, for a number of years, she was the face of the company, 
seeking investment, contacts and clients.”

Zek (out of frame):  “If you are a genius in science, but know nothing about business and finance, 
you’ve got problems. In addition to being a chemist, Elías Daura had a master’s degree in business 
administration and had already headed up two spin-offs.”

Zek (out of frame): “To create technology, you need engineers. Álvaro Reyes Carmona is a chemical 
engineer, who did his thesis in France: he knew his way around pipes and installations, and was also 
an expert in new energies”

Zek (out of frame):  “And finally, they needed someone who understood mechanics, who knew how 
to build hardware; José Luis León, a mechanical engineer, was the missing piece.”

 JR: We’ll call ourselves, ORCHESTRA SCI.!

I’ve already told you about Cristina Saénz de 
Pipaón. She had been in a start-up and had a 
master’s degree in innovation management. And 
thanks to her ability to communicate, disseminate 
and transfer         knowledge, for a number of 
years, she                   was the face of the 
company,                      seeking investment, contacts 
and                             clients.

“If you are a genius in science, but know 
nothing about business and finance, you’ve 
got problems. In addition to being a chemist, 
Elías Daura had a master’s degree in 
business administration and had already 
headed up two spin-offs.

To create technology, you need engineers. 
Álvaro Reyes Carmona is a chemical engi-
neer, who did his thesis in France: he knew 
his way around pipes and installations, and 
was also an expert in new energies

And finally, they needed someone who 
understood mechanics, who knew how to 
build hardware; José Luis León, a mechanical 
engineer, was the missing piece.

We’ll call ourselves, 
ORCHESTRA SCI.!
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Vignette 1

Zek has the Orchestra Sci... logo:

And, with one hand, he is showing a blue membrane:

Zek:  So, finally, and thanks to the support of the ICIQ Incubator scheme, the Orchestra Sci project 
was born.

 Zek:  This is the first TAMOF-1 membrane to leave their lab.

Vignette 2
Elías, Álvaro and José Luis are addressing potential clients in a meeting room.

Zek (out of frame): “They spent two years participating in various business acceleration programmes 
(Tarragona Open Future, Barcelona Activa, Empenta) and receiving support from the Repsol Founda-
tion, developing both their business model and technology. They were also awarded a Government of 
Catalonia SGR grant (aimed at supporting research group activities). 

Elías: Increasingly, CO2 capture and reuse is becoming a tool for combatting climate change....

Vignette 3
In the same room, Elías, Álvaro and José Luis are showing a PowerPoint slide illustrating how 
their technology works: the CO2 character is seen coming out of chimneys, mixed with gases, 
and entering a pipe containing TAMOF: gas comes out of one outlet and CO2 from another, 
going into a cylinder. 

Álvaro: Technologies that enable gases to be separated have already been developed but as they 
are still very expensive it works out cheaper for companies to pay CO2 emission allowances!

Álvaro: We want to change that.

Vignette 4
José Luis is showing a cartridge:

José Luis: We can provide one that is economical and modular, with low energy expenditure and 
minimal environmental impact. 

So, finally,                                   and thanks 
to the support of the ICIQ Incubator scheme, 
the Orchestra Sci project was born.
This is the first TAMOF-1 membrane 
to leave their lab.

They spent two years participating in various 
business acceleration programmes (Tarragona Open 
Future, Barcelona Activa, Empenta) and receiving 
support from the Repsol Foundation, developing both 
their business model and technology. They were also 
awarded a Government of Catalonia SGR grant 
(aimed at supporting research group activities).

Increasingly, CO2 capture and reuse 
is becoming a tool for combatting 
climate change....

Technologies that enable gases to 
be separated have already been 
developed but as they are still very 
expensive it works out cheaper for 
companies to pay CO2 emission 
allowances!

We want to 
change that.

We can provide one that is 
economical and modular, with low 
energy expenditure and minimal 
environmental impact.
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Vignette 1
Zak: Hmmm… And who do they expect their customers to be?

Vignette 2
Zek:  Firstly, industries that emit CO2. Cement factories, for example, are one of the largest emitters 
of carbon dioxide on the planet.

Vignette 3
We now see Zek standing in front of a typical factory but, instead of smoke coming out of the 
chimneys, it is emitting green leaves, like plants. A bit like the idea shown in this image from the 
Orchestra Sci website.

Zek:  Right now, lots of companies are paying CO2 emissions taxes that will be unsustainable in 10 
years’ time. The idea is to create a win-win situation for both them and the planet!

Hmmm… And who do 
they expect their 
customers to be?

Firstly, industries that emit CO2. 
Cement factories, for example, 
are one of the largest emitters 
of carbon dioxide on the planet.

Right now, lots of companies are 
paying CO2 emissions taxes that 
will be unsustainable in 10 years’ 
time. The idea is to create a 
win-win situation for both them 
and the planet!
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Vignette 1

Zek:  And then there are companies that manufacture biogas.

Zak: Biogas?

Vignette 2
Zek:  It’s a renewable fuel that is formed from the decomposition of organic matter and is basically 
composed of methane and CO2. 

Vignette 3

We are shown an image based on the following graphic representations but in ours the cow is 
sitting on a toilet and looking out at the reader with an embarrassed expression.

Zek (out of frame):  “Biogas is a clean, non-polluting energy that is capable of producing electricity, 
heat and fuel for vehicles”

Vignette 2
Zek points to a biogas plant

Zek:  There are already thousands of biogas plants like this one in Europe today!

Gas
Electricitat

Fertilitzants 
orgànics

Calefacció

And then there are com-
panies that manufacture 
biogas.

Biogas?

It’s a renewable fuel 
that is formed from the 
decomposition of organic 
matter and is basically 
composed of methane and 
CO2.

Biogas is a clean, non-polluting energy that is 
capable of producing electricity, heat and fuel 
for vehicles.

There are already 
thousands of biogas 
plants like this one in 
Europe today!
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Vignette 1
Zek:  And the ideal customers would be all those companies that, on the one hand, emit CO2 and, on 
the other, have to buy it because they use it in their processes.

Vignette 2
Circular economy graphic incorporating the Orchestra Sci. logo, like this 
one:

Zek (out of frame): “If, once refined, they could use the same CO2 that they themselves have pro-
duced, it would be a perfect example of circular economy!”

Vignette 3
Zak: But what is CO2 used for?

Zek:  For lots of things!!! Let’s ask them for some examples...

Vignette 4

JR: (holding an open bottle of sparkling water, with bubbles coming out of the top in one hand and a 
tankard of beer in the other): For the bubbles in sparkling water...

JR: For beer and other beverages that require a fermentation process....

Elías: (pouring himself a glass of milk from a carton): To preserve milk so that it can last longer...

Elías: To decaffeinate coffee...

Álvaro: (using a fire extinguisher): For fire extinguishers...

Cristina: (showing a supermarket tray of salad covered in plastic): For packaging and preserving 
foodstuffs, such as salad or meat...

José Luis: To make cement more sustainable, to stun animals before slaughtering them in abattoirs, 
to synthesise aspirin, to make fuel...

And the ideal 
customers would be all 
those companies that, on 
the one hand, emit CO2 
and, on the other, have 
to buy it because they 
use it in their 
processes.

If, once refined, they could 
use the same CO2 that they 
themselves have produced, it 
would be a perfect example of 
circular economy!

But what is 
CO2 used for?

For lots of things!!! 
Let’s ask them for 
some examples...

For the 
bubbles in 
sparkling 
water...

For beer 
and other 
beverages 
that require a 
fermentation 
process....

To preserve milk 
so that it can last 
longer...

To decaffeinate 
coffee...

For fire extinguishers...

For packaging and 
preserving foodstuffs, 
such as salad or meat... To make cement more 

sustainable, to stun animals 
before slaughtering them 
in abattoirs, to synthesise 
aspirin, to make fuel...
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Vignette 1
Zak (enthusiastically): Oh! All this is fantastic!!!
Zak: I think I need TAMOF-1 in my life!!!!
Zak: And can people buy it now? Is it being sold?

Zek:  Not yet...

Vignette 2
Zek:  They are currently looking for partners willing to use their technology and investigating various 
applications.

Vignette 3
JR and his team around a dinner table, raising their wine glasses in a toast.

Zek:  (out of frame):  “The recent pilot tests have been successful.”

JR: The wine we’re toasting with is from Bodegas Familia Torres, one of the wineries we collaborate 
with to help us develop our technology. 

Rest of the team: Cheers!

Vignette 4

Cristina Saénz de Pipaón addresses the reader.

Zek (out of frame):  “And Cristina Saénz de Pipaón is also helping entrepreneurs to bring their ideas 
to the market, through a foundation which promotes economy with social and environmental impact”

Cristina: As a result of my work in Orchestra Sci., I’ve discovered that I love helping to turn ideas 
from PowerPoint presentations into reality: validating business models, seeking investment, putting 
entrepreneurs in contact with corporations...

Cristina: And my knowledge of physics is also useful when it comes to understanding their sustaina-
bility and environment-related technologies, empathising with their goals and anticipating the pitfalls.

I think I need 
TAMOF-1 in 

my life!!!! And 
can people buy 

it now? Is it 
being sold?

Oh! All this 
is fantastic!!!

Not yet...

They are currently looking for 
partners willing to use their 
technology and investigating 
various applications.

The recent pilot tests have been 
successful.

The wine we’re toasting with 
is from Bodegas Familia 
Torres, one of the wineries 
we collaborate with to help 
us develop our technology.

Cheers!

And Cristina Saénz de Pipaón is also 
helping entrepreneurs to bring their 
ideas to the market, through a 
foundation which promotes economy 
with social and environmental impact.

As a result of my work in Orchestra Sci., 
I’ve discovered that I love helping to turn 
ideas from PowerPoint presentations into 
reality: validating business models, seeking 
investment, putting entrepreneurs in 
contact             with corporations...

And my knowledge of 
physics is also useful when 
it comes to understanding 
their sustainability and 
environment-related 
technologies, empathising 
with their goals and 
anticipating the pitfalls.
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Vignette 1
Zak: What an interesting story, Zak.

Zok: Mmm...

Vignette 2
 Zak: But if they are the only ones doing anything, I don’t know if it can be stopped....

Zek:  No, no! They’re not the only ones!

Vignette 3
Projected from the hologram, and throughout the inside of the ship, the faces of lots of men 
and women of all races from around the world can be seen. They are researchers, scientists, 
entrepreneurs, activists.

Zek:  Many people are working to stop it! 

Zek:  There’s a lot of work to be done, but all is not lost.

Vignette 4
Zak: Well, then... Perhaps they do deserve a chance.
Zak: Let’s leave them to it for a while and see if they get it together on their own.

What an interesting 
story, Zak.Mmmm...

But if they are the 
only ones doing 
anything, I don’t know 
if it can be stopped....

No, no! 
They’re not 
the only ones!

Many people are 
working to stop it!

There’s a lot of 
work to be done, 
but all is not lost.

Well, then... Perhaps 
they do deserve a 
chance.

Let’s leave them to it for a 
while and see if they get it 
together on their own.
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We see a lush Amazonian landscape, with flora and fauna. In a distant corner of the sky, mo-
ving away, very small, we see the van-ship leaving for other frontiers. 

From inside the ship comes Zok’s voice, tireless.

Zok: But I’ve heard that the nurseries on the planet Tatooine are struggling with a plague of 
lice that...

Zok: Shall we go and check it out?w

But I’ve heard that 
the nurseries on the 
planet Tatooine are 
struggling with a 
plague of lice that...

Shall we go and 
check it out?
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